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        Quick fix        
   (Meals in 30 minutes or less)   

My family loves to snack on
buffalo chicken wings and blue
cheese-filled celery when
watching sports on TV. Tonight’s
dinner is a quick and tasty
variation on that theme. A tangy
blue cheese sauce coats
chicken tenders while the brown
rice is flavored with bottled wing
sauce and crunchy celery.

       HOT PEPPER BROWN RICE       
1 package microwaveable
brown rice
1 cup diced celery
1 T. canola oil
1 T. wing sauce

Steps: Cook rice according to
package instructions. Measure
11⁄2 cups rice and save the rest
for another time. Mix celery, oil
and wing sauce into the rice.
Makes 2 servings.

             BUFFALO CHICKEN             
1⁄2 cup skim milk
1⁄4 cup crumbled blue cheese (1
oz.)
Vegetable oil spray
3⁄4 lb. chicken tenderloins
Salt and freshly ground pepper

Steps:  Mix the milk with half the
cheese; set aside. Heat a
nonstick skillet over
medium-high heat; spray with
vegetable oil. Add the chicken,
cook 5 minutes and turn. Cook 3
minutes. A meat thermometer
should read 170 degrees.
Sprinkle with salt and pepper to
taste and remove the chicken to
a plate. Turn the heat to high
and add the milk mixture. Cook
2 minutes, stirring constantly.
The cheese will melt and the
sauce will turn a light tan color.
Spoon the sauce over the
chicken and sprinkle the
remaining cheese on top. Makes
2 servings.

          Q&A         
Q: My brother and I have been

arguing over the heat of
peppers. He insists that
serranos have more heat than
habaneros. Please solve this
argument for us. — Carl
Inselman, McArthur

A: There’s actually a scale of
measurement for the hotness of
chiles. It’s called the Scoville
scale, and it measures the
amount of capsaicin (the
chemical that creates heat) in
the average pepper. A bell
pepper, for example, has a
Scoville rating of 0, while pepper
spray (the weapon) clocks in at
somewhere between 2 million
and 5 million. The heat in chiles
is found mostly in the stems,
ribs and seeds. If you just want
the flavor of a chile but want to
mediate the hotness, the best
thing to do would be to discard
the seeds, trim away the ribs
and rinse the chile. And, of
course, either wear gloves or
wash your hands thoroughly
when you’re dealing with chiles;
the oils they give off are brutal
on the eyes and other sensitive
parts. So, to answer your
question, while the serrano
clocks in at a perfectly
respectable 10,000-23,000
Scoville units, the habanero
hovers between 100,000 and
350,000. Congratulations — but
try not to rub it in.
                           — Food Network

            Tips           
Lower your cholesterol

The best meal for anyone
worried about their cholesterol
is a meal low in saturated fat
and abundant in fruits and
vegetables. And although there
are no magic bullets beyond
that healthy prescription,
certain foods have been shown
to give cholesterol levels an
extra nudge in the right
direction. Weave some of these
whole foods, all pinpointed by
research as
cholesterol-friendly, into your
daily diet:

➤  Drinking a glass of wine with
dinner has been shown to raise
good-cholesterol levels and
lower the risk of a heart attack.
Excessive drinking, however,
raises heart-disease danger.

➤  Substances in almond skins
help prevent LDL — or ‘‘bad’’ —
cholesterol from being oxidized,
a process that can otherwise
damage the lining of blood
vessels and increase
cardiovascular risk.

➤  The monounsaturated fats in
avocados have been found to
lower ‘‘bad’’ LDLs and raise
‘‘good’’ HDLs, especially in
people with mildly elevated
cholesterol. Slice them into
sandwiches and salads or mash
with garlic, lemon juice and salsa
for a terrific guacamole.

➤  When volunteers in a USDA
study added barley to the
standard American Heart
Association diet, LDL ‘‘bad’’
cholesterol levels fell more than
twice as far. Barley makes a
great substitute for rice, adds
depth to soups and is terrific
combined with dried fruits and
nuts.
                           — Food Network

                                                                                                                                                            MARIE PERUCCA-RAMIREZ/Special to The Herald

A recently discovered Mayan center in the Petén; over the centuries, tropical vegetation had hidden the abandoned
temples and buildings from view.

The Food Wranglers discover ruins and traditional staples of food-rich Guatemala

ANCIENT EL PETÉN
W

e left Guatemala City
in a rented 4-wheel
drive, heading for
recently discovered
ruins and old

indigenous communities in the
rainforests of northern Guatemala.

We climbed the winding roads of
the Sierra de Las Minas behind
ancient buses and overloaded
trucks, belching exhaust and
cranking gears as they slowly
labored over the mountainous
roads. We drove through tired
towns and villages, past barren
hillsides, mined and lumbered, until
we reached Cobán, nestled in the

cool highlands of
Alta Verapaz. With
quetzals still flying
in the surrounding
cloud forests, and
coffee, orchids and
cardamom
flourishing in the
misty mountain
air, we decided to
linger for a few
days before
descending into
the sweltering
lowlands below. 

Exploring
Cobán’s
marketplace, we
found stalls
offering the
traditional staples
of Guatemalan
kitchens: corn,
tomatoes,
tomatillos,
plantains, arrays of
chiles, seeds,
beans and root

vegetables — and some unique local
ingredients such as the aromatic
herb samat and the spicy hot chile
cobanero. Dried and then smoked,
cobaneros are utilized in many
regional dishes, such as kak’ik, the
rich Mayan turkey soup for which
Cobán is known. As in many towns
with an indigenous Mayan
population, we found local

restaurants here often serve wild, as
well as domestic, animals: deer,
javalina (peccary) and even
freshwater turtles. In one restaurant,
we had tepezcuintle (agouti), a
large, forest-dwelling rodent. 

Heading east from Cobán, we
reached el Río de la Pasión, on the
edge of El Petén, where a barge
ferried us across the silt-laden river.
On the opposite shore, a collection
of thatched-roofed shacks offered
meals of fresh-caught fish and giant
freshwater crayfish the locals called
“lobster.” Choosing the bright
yellow restaurant with the bamboo
façade, we asked about the fish on
the menu that day. The owner took
us out back to show us large plastic
buckets filled with fresh catch. As
she held up several fish, we made
our selections — then went back

inside to enjoy pan-fried whole fish
and sautéed river lobster, served
with rice, fries and cold Gallo beers.

Several hours of bad roads,
gasping trucks and small villages
later, we made the shimmering
island town of Flores on Lake
Petén-Itzá; the sun was low in the
horizon, parrots were flying
overhead, and the lake shone
golden in the warm tropical air.

Food Wranglers
Back Roads, Good Food

A bowl of
kak’ik,
traditional
Mayan turkey
soup spiced
with
cobanero
chiles; served
with pochitos,
corn tamales
steamed in
banana
leaves, and
rice.

Please see El Petén page C4

An ocellated turkey
hen; these iridescent
birds, indigenous to the
rainforests of
Guatemala and the
Yucatán, are hunted
for their meat by
locals.

A cook at El Ciclero prepares root
vegetables and chicken for the pot.

➤  Scientific name: Xiphias gladius
➤  Market name: Spot prawns
➤  Common names: Monterey spot

prawns
➤  Overview: This is by far my

favorite prawn on the market,
and if you’re a shrimp lover, I
think you will agree. Monterey
spot prawns are availabe from
August through April. They close
the season for three months
out of the year for spawning.
They are caught from California
to Alaska in depths from 480 to
1,200 feet of water. You can tell
a spot prawn by the four white
spots on the tail — two at the
top and two at the bottom. Spot
prawns change into females
after two years of life. They
have a 6-year life span and can
reproduce two times within that
period. Spot prawns are caught
in traps that reach 4 feet tall by
18 inches wide (although most
are 1 foot tall and 2 feet wide).
Some traps are custom-made
out of rebar and some are
made of plastic from a factory.
They are caught with scrap
bones, just like crabbing. The
majority of these prawns are
caught by commercial
fisherman (one is my good
friend, John Aliotti, on the fishing
vessel Defense). I also fished
Monterey spot prawns for four
years, and know it takes a lot of
hard work to catch them.

➤  Product profile: There are
many different prawns on the
market, including: black tiger,
Chinese white, Gulf white, Gulf
pink and Pacific white, just to
name a few. Monterey spot
prawns are a lot sweeter in
flavor than most of the prawns
listed. Some prawns are caught
with the roe intact (this is a local
Italian delicacy).

➤  Cooking tips: Be very careful
when handling spot prawns
because of the sharp, barbed
horns protruding from the
head. Cut these off before
cooking to avoid getting
speared. Be sure to keep the
prawn whole to savor the juice
from the head.

➤  Cooking methods: Raw,
barbecued, sautéed, baked,
broiled or even smoked. Try
one of these methods and you
will be hooked.

➤  Nutrition facts: (Serving size:
3.5 oz.; raw) — Calories 92; fat
calories 9; protein 19.4 grams;
fat 1 gram; saturated fat
0.1gram; sodium 0; cholestoral
0; omega-3 0.2 grams

         Simple scampi recipe         
                   (Serves 4)                   
12 fresh prawns, head on, roe if
available
2 T. extra virgin olive oil
4 cloves of chopped garlic
2 T. chopped parsley
1⁄2 cup white wine
2 T. butter
Salt and pepper to taste

Steps: Heat pan over medium high
heat. Add the olive oil, saute
garlic and parsley until light
golden brown add butter then
the prawns, salt and pepper.
Sauté for 1 minute. Add wine
and reduce to simmer for 5-7
minutes with a lid stirring
occasionaly.
Can be served over pasta

Robbie Torrise owns and operates
Robbie’s Ocean Fresh Seafood
Inc. Information: 212-0231.

Featured fish
of the week:

Spot prawns

B y   J U L I E T   E I L P E R I N
The Washington Post

F
or years sushi
aficionados have
reserved their most
lavish praise — and

their spare cash — for
bluefin tuna, the fatty,
pinkish fish featured at
high-end restaurants across
the globe. But as wild
stocks of the fish have
plummeted, ordering
bluefin has become as
socially unacceptable as
consuming the
once-ubiquitous Chilean sea
bass.

Now, Virginia’s Monterey
Bay Fish Grotto restaurant
has joined a small group of

U.S. restaurants selling a
bluefin tuna dubbed Kindai,
farmed from hatched eggs
in Japan as the result of a
university laboratory’s
efforts to ease diners’
consciences.

Though the product is not
fully sustainable, it
underscores how fish
suppliers and academic
innovators are seeking to
satisfy consumer demand
without wiping out wild
populations altogether.

It’s no mystery why
bluefin tuna has earned
such coveted sushi-bar
status. Its buttery texture

A more sustainable tuna?

                                            MCT

At IMP Seafood Importers in
Hayward, James Shimizu
carves prized Kindai bluefin
tuna into pieces that will be
sold to high-end sushi bars
and restaurants.

Please see Tuna page C3

Farmed Kindai may ease
woes of bluefin
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Near Tikal, one of the most
spectacular of the Mayan
ruins, Flores provided a good
base for exploring the Petén.

Driving out to a newly
discovered ruin site that was
just being excavated, we took
a wrong turn on a narrow,
muddy road. No more than a
dirt path worn into the forest
floor, the road got worse —
tooth jarring — and then we
hit a deep pothole, burying
our vehicle to the axle in
mud. No amount of pushing,
pulling, or putting rocks
under the wheels would help.
We tore down palm fronds
with our bare hands and put
them under the wheel for
traction — no use. The day
got hotter and hotter; insects
buzzed; we were covered with
mud. No help was going to be
on the way; no one back in
Flores knew where we were
— we didn’t know where we
were. The last person we’d
seen was a campesino on a
donkey who’d waved as he
passed us going the other
way. But with no harness, his
donkey wouldn’t have been
able to pull us out anyway.
Julio figured that we needed
to build a level base under all
of the wheels: so by slowly
adding small stones under all
of the wheels, as we
repeatedly drove the car back
and forth — a few inches
forward, a few inches back —
we eventually freed the car.
(Note: when traveling on
isolated back roads, always
carry a machete and a shovel;
and a winch can prove to be
invaluable).

Resuming our journey, we
chose the correct fork in the
road this time, and arrived at
a site where a small team of
men was restoring the ruins
of a Mayan center buried
since before the time of
Columbus. The two main
temples and a large plaza
stood in a sunlit clearing,
surrounded by virgin
rainforest. Butterflies flittered
by. Except for the workers,
we were alone. From the top
of one temple, crowning
above the forest canopy, we
could see beyond a silver lake
to a sea of green extending to
the horizon. People had once
lived and prospered here —
and then, centuries ago,
disappeared forever into that
infinite green.

The following day, we
traveled to one of the remote
indigenous communities in
the Petén where our godson

Mike, a Peace Corps
volunteer, was working with
village elders to develop
infrastructure for
eco-tourism. By hosting
“adventure travelers,” the
villagers could charge for
meals and lodging and for
guiding their guests to
hidden Mayan ruin sites and
prime birdwatching spots.
The much-needed income
would give the community
economic motivation to
conserve the rainforest and
protect its endangered
species. To accomplish this,
though, the roads would need
to be improved, basics, such
as lodging, water and food,
would need to be developed
or improved, and the locals
would have to be trained in
the “care and feeding” of
Westerners. 

The village stood in a large
clearing in the rainforest —
transected by a grassy
landing strip where horses
stood grazing and chickens
scratched for insects. Small,
thatched huts were built in a
line along both sides of the
runway; children were
running about while some of
the older boys rode by on
bikes or horses. We would be
staying in El Ciclero: a
cinderblock building of
windowless rooms covered
by a tin roof; communal
bathrooms and washstands
were provided at the end of
the porch. In front of the inn
was a small restaurant with a
wood-burning kitchen. Little
girls clustered around us
offering cornhusk dolls
decorated with moss, bracket
fungi and feathers collected
in the forest. The boys,

anxious to practice their
guiding skills, clamored to
take us to a ruin site the
following day. 

Soon the cook arrived with
that night’s dinner — a red
hen — tucked under her arm,
and proceeded to kill and
pluck the bird. Then she
began stoking the fire and
chopping the vegetables —
yuca, carrots, plantain,
potatoes and yams — hearty
tropical staples from which
she produced a delicious
chicken soup: savory and
filling, but not heavy.

After dinner, the inn went
dark; the village seemed to be
settling down for the night.
Suddenly, a pulsing, booming
noise started up,
accompanied by singing. It
was Sunday night, and in this
village of maybe 30
wood-and-thatch huts, three
open-air churches were
competing for worshippers —
and one had a generator, an
amp, two guitars and a drum!
The minister here delivered
an upbeat message of
salvation while his band
played backup. Microphone

in hand, the second minister
fiercely condemned sin and
threatened his segregated
congregation — men on one
side, women on the other —
with eternal damnation. The
little Catholic congregation
didn’t have a priest, so a
layman here recited familiar
prayers and the parishioners
responded in rote. In all,
there were probably 40
people at the three church
services. However, in a
nearby hut equipped with a
generator, the owner was
showing a video — and
charging admission. When
his audience let out, we noted
that the video had attracted
the largest crowd of all. 

That night we sat out
under the stars and
wondered about the future of
these remote — but no
longer isolated —
communities. How will these
indigenous people deal with
the influx of new
technologies, religions, social
and economic systems: adapt
or disappear? Meanwhile, the
evangelical singing,
preaching and praying
continued on, drowning out
the night sounds of the
rainforest. 

                        Kak’ik                       
            (Mayan turkey soup)            
                     (Serves 6)                     

There are many versions of this
pre-Columbian soup with its rich
red broth, but we love this one. We
serve it with a plate of small
roasted potatoes (rubbed in olive
oil, salted, then baked); the Maya
traditionally serve it with pochitos,
little white tamales steamed in
banana leaves. A plate of roasted
corn on the cob also makes a good
accompaniment. 

3 turkey legs, about 31⁄2 lbs. 
1 qt. good-quality chicken stock
11⁄2 qts. water
2 heads of garlic heads, bottom

ends sliced off, exposing the cloves
1 T. plus 1 tsp. kosher salt 
1 T. olive oil

1 lb. of tomatoes, chopped
2 red bell peppers, chopped
2 med. onions (about 1 lb.),

chopped
1 dried guajillo chile, stem and

most of seeds removed, chopped
(available in Latin markets such as
Mi Tierra in Seaside and Mi Pueblo
in Salinas) 

1 dried pasilla chile, stem and
most of seeds removed, chopped
(large, dried chile available in Latin
markets)

1 T. achiote paste (available in
little red “bricks” in Latin markets)

1 bunch fresh cilantro, chopped
(the original recipe calls for samat,
an herb indigenous to Alta
Verapaz)

1 bunch fresh mint, chopped 
4 to 6 cobanero chiles, crushed

(small dried red chiles —very hot
— from Cobán); or use 4 to 6
pequin chiles, crushed (small, dried
hot red chiles, available in Latin
markets) 

Steps: Put the turkey and the
garlic heads in a large pot; add
stock and water, bring to boil over
medium-high heat, then reduce to
simmer; add salt, cook for 1 hour
— or until the turkey is tender. 

Heat the oil in a large sauté pan
over medium-high heat; add
tomatoes, bell peppers, onions,
guajillo and pasilla chiles. Cook for
15 minutes. In a small bowl, mix the
achiote with a little broth from the
turkey to soften it; add the achiote
to the tomato-chile mix, stirring
well. Remove from heat and allow
to cool. Purée the tomato-chile
mixture in a blender. Set aside.

When the turkey is cooked,
remove the legs from the broth
and remove the meat from the
bones (this step is optional.
Traditionally, a whole leg is served
in a bowl, but it’s much easier to
eat the soup with the meat off the
bone — and off the bone it serves
more people.) Remove the garlic
bulbs from the broth, squeeze
several cloves from each bulb into
the broth and discard the bulbs.
Return the turkey meat to pot, add
the tomato-chile purée, and stir
well. Add half of the chopped
cilantro and mint to the soup, bring
to a boil, reduce heat to medium
low, and then cook for another 30
minutes.

Serve kak’ik in bowls garnished
with the remaining mint and
cilantro; sprinkle the soup with the
crushed pequin chiles (to taste!) 

                  Red hen soup                  
                     (Serves 6)                     

This is a delicious, lean soup
made peasant style, with the root
vegetables and plantain cut into
chunky pieces. Almost a stew, it
makes a great main dish — a
perfect make-ahead dish for busy
days. In rural Latin countries, the
hen in this soup would be past her
prime; however, a fresh young
fryer chicken is fine here. (If you do
use an older hen, or a stewing
chicken, you need to increase
cooking time.) Because the broth in
this soup, made rich from the
bone-in chicken, carries much of
the flavor, it is important that the
water used to make it be free of
any chemical taste — be sure to
use bottled or filtered water.

1 4-to-41⁄2-lb. fryer chicken, cut
into 12 pieces

2 qts. water
1 onion, cut into medium pieces

(about 2 cups)

1 T. minced garlic
2 medium-sized carrots, sliced

into bite-sized pieces (about 2
cups)

2 stalks of celery, chopped into
bite-sized pieces

2 serrano chiles, minced (use
more if you like it “hot”)

5 good-sized sprigs of yerba
buena (mint)

3⁄4 lb. tomatoes, diced
2 lbs. total any combination of

potatoes, sweet potatoes/yams,
yuca and plantains, peeled and
chopped into large bite-sized
pieces (see note)

2 T. kosher salt
4 T. chopped fresh yerba buena

(mint) leaves for garnish
11⁄2 cups salsa fresca (optional

accompaniment)
Steps: Place the chicken and the

water into a 2-gallon stockpot over
medium heat; add the onion, garlic,
carrots, celery, chiles and mint.
Cook for 15 minutes. Lower the
heat to low and continue cooking
for 60 minutes.

Add the tomatoes, the chopped
potatoes, yams, yuca, and plantain
and the salt, and continue cooking
for another 60 minutes over low
heat (just barely simmering) until
vegetables are cooked. Skim
excess grease from soup; taste
and correct seasoning if
necessary.

Serve hot in individual bowls
garnished with 2 tsp. of chopped
mint. Optional: served
accompanied by a ramekin of
salsa fresca. 

Note: Yuca is also known as
“manioc” or “cassava”; peel it with
a knife. Use plantains at the yellow
stage, when they’re mildly sweet
(white will be too starchy for this
soup, and black will be too sweet
and soft).

About the authors

 Julio Ramirez and Marie
Perucca-Ramirez, creators of
the Fishwife Seafood
Restaurants and Turtle Bay
taquerias on the Peninsula,
sold their restaurants to start
The Food Wranglers Inc., a
restaurant consultant group.

Julio is certified as an
executive chef by the
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home use.

Once a month they will
share their experiences —
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them at
marie@foodwranglers.com.

                 MARIE PERUCCA-RAMIREZ/
                                      Special to The Herald

A cook in a restaurant on the
banks of el Río de la Pasión
prepares whole fried fish,
fresh from the river.

                                                                                                           MARIE PERUCCA-RAMIREZ/Special to The Herald

Barges, boats, and dugout canoes ferry passengers and cargo across el Río Pasión, en route to
the rainforests of El Petén.

El Petén
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